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Abstract

Graphene nanoribbons are fundamental components to the development of graphene nanoelectronics. At the nanoscale, electronic confinement effects and electronic edge states become essential to the properties of graphene. These effects depend critically on the ribbon width and the nature of the ribbon edge, the control of which at the atomic scale is a major challenge. Graphene nanoribbons have been largely studied theoretically, experimentally and with the perspective of electronic applications. We review the basic properties of graphene nanoribbons and recent progress in fabrication processes, focusing on the question of the electronic gap. We examine top–down and bottom–up approaches to fabricate graphene nanoribbons by lithographic, catalytic cutting, chemical assembly and epitaxial growth methods and compare their electronic characteristics.
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1. Introduction

Electronic devices have become our everyday companions. They are everywhere in our lives since miniaturization has allowed extremely powerful devices to be portable. Miniaturization itself was made possible thanks to the development of nanoelectronics. Graphene’s unique combination of properties has attracted attention for electronic applications [1]. It is patternable, scalable and has demonstrated high mobility and even room temperature ballistic transport [2]. However, graphene is gapless and cannot be used as such in digital electronics that need large current on/off ratios. Therefore a great deal of effort has been directed towards opening a band gap in graphene without significantly affecting its mobility. Strain can in principle open a gap [3–5] but the uniaxial strain to produce useful gaps for electronics is extremely high and not realistically achievable. Chemical methods have also been proposed, based on doping or functionalization by an atom or a molecule [6–17]. Doping leading to gaps as large as 1 eV and hydrogenation up to \( \sim 700 \text{ meV} \) were reported [7–10]. Because of the nature of the chemical grafting process, disorder is almost inevitable, which leads to a significant degradation of the mobility.

A particularly elegant method to open a band gap is electronic confinement [1]. The importance of electronic confinement on the electronic properties of graphene was realized very early on in magnetotransport experiments [18]. For certain graphene ribbons of a few nm in width, theory predicts that the band gap varies as a function of the ribbon width \( W \) [19, 20] with \( \Delta E(W) \sim 1 \text{ eV-nm} \ W^{-1} \). This means that a band
gap of \(\sim 100 \text{ meV}\) is expected for a ribbon of 10 nm, or conversely, a ribbon of width \(\sim 1 \text{ nm}\) would be required to get the band gap of silicon (\(\sim 1 \text{ eV}\)).

As quantum confinement only relies on the geometric structure of the ribbon, the band gap can in principle be varied by design, contrary to the fixed band gap of a semiconductor-like silicon. This, together with graphene’s high mobility and high-current-carrying capabilities, has motivated a large number of studies of graphene nanoribbons that we review in this article. We will focus more particularly on the question of the gap opening in nanoribbons. We will see in particular that well-defined nanostructures are required with predictable, reliable and scalable fabrication methods and how techniques like epitaxial graphene sidewall nanoribbons on SiC meet these criteria. After this introduction, the section 2 presents the electronic and magnetic properties of ideal isolated graphene nanoribbons as predicted by theory. The section 3 focuses on the fabrication methods and some of the resulting physical properties characteristic of each process. We review in section 4 a common aspect to all the preparations: edge states and the edge stability. We then examine in section 5 more practical aspects including transport, transistors and heterojunctions. We finish the review with brief conclusions and perspectives.

2. Electronic structure of ideal graphene nanoribbons: calculations

Ideal ribbons with simple edge orientation and termination, of extremely narrow width, and isolated from any substrate influence have been extensively studied. Simple edge termination is defined by the orientation of the ribbon respectively to the graphene lattice. Due to their high symmetry, the most studied graphene nanoribbons are those with zigzag and armchair edges. Zigzag ribbons have a honeycomb network oriented in such a way that the edge is made of the triangular edges of the hexagons (figure 1(a)-top left). Armchair ribbons are oriented at 30° (or equivalently at 90°) from the zigzag orientation. In this case, the edge is made of hexagonal sides (figure 1(a)-top right). All other ordered orientations are chiral.

Early tight-binding calculations [19, 20] have shown that the band structure of narrow ribbons depends on their orientation. Specifically, in these calculations, zigzag ribbons are always metallic (figure 1(b)) and armchair ribbons present an alternance of metallic and gapped electronic structures depending on the width. When present, the gap scales inversely with the ribbon’s width. In figure 1(b), the calculated bands are projected either along the direction defined by the lattice parameter \(a\) (parallel to the armchair direction) or along \(z\) (parallel to the zigzag direction) (figure 1(a)-bottom). With this convention, \(k = \pi\) corresponds to the \(k\) point where the Brillouin zone edge is reached along \(a^*\) or \(z^*\) reciprocal vectors, respectively [19] (figure 1(a)-bottom). The width is characterized by \(N\) carbon dimer lines, which are different for armchair or zigzag ribbons, as presented in figure 1(a)-top. The electronic structures for different values of \(N\) are shown in figure 1(b). Explicitly, the ribbon is metallic for \(N = 3M - 1\), where \(M\) is an integer, and presents a gap otherwise. More recent \textit{ab initio} calculations have confirmed the presence of a significant band gap in all 1 nm to \(\sim 4\) nm wide armchair ribbons, with a gap value that decreases with width and oscillates with \(N\) [21, 23–27] (figure 1(d)).

The situation is qualitatively different for zigzag ribbons, for which tight-binding calculations find a flat band at zero energy (highlighted by the box in figure 1(b)) that corresponds to states that are located at the edge of the ribbons. These edge states produce a peak in the DOS at the Fermi level, enhancing the temperature dependence of their paramagnetic susceptibility.

In the case of zigzag ribbons, first-principle calculations have shown that the flat band of the high DOS at zero energy found in simple tight-binding calculations is unstable relative to spin splitting. Magnetic ordering is predicted on the edges of narrow zigzag ribbons, with long-range ferromagnetic polarization along each edge and anti-ferromagnetism across the ribbon of the edge states [20, 28, 29]. Therefore very close to charge neutrality, the electronic conductance is favoured for one spin direction, which may have implications for spintronics. Half-metallicity is also proposed [22] by applying an in-plane electric field to modify the natural energy distribution of spins in the ribbon. This results in a single type of spin state at the Fermi level, as shown in figure 1(d). Another peculiarity of zigzag ribbons is that a perfectly conducting channel was predicted in tight-binding models, even in the presence of long-range impurity scattering [30]. This is because at charge neutrality, back-scattering requires a band of inverse dispersion \(\text{d}E/\text{d}k\) which is not present at the same \(K\) point in the Brillouin zone. This perfectly conducting channel is also predicted for chiral (non-armchair) ribbons. Exceptional transport properties are therefore predicted for zigzag or chiral ribbons with perfect edges.

All these predicted properties strongly rely however on an atomic control of the width (smaller than a few nm) and of the edges of ribbons. It is thus extremely important to produce high-quality ribbons to obtain well-defined physical properties. In the following, we report the most common methods to produce graphene nanoribbons.

3. Fabrication methods and related electronic properties

Graphene nanoribbons can be synthesized by top–down or bottom–up approaches. The top–down approach consists of modifying a large graphene sheet (i.e. patterning) until a desired nanometric size and shape is reached. The bottom–up approach consists of assembling small building blocks to construct the desired larger object. In addition to these two common methods for building nanostructures, we will describe an original approach to obtain sidewall nanoribbons which combines both the top–down (lithography) and bottom–up (epitaxial growth) processes.

3.1. Top–down approaches

3.1.1. Lithographic patterning methods. Graphene nanoribbons can be fabricated by standard lithography and etching
techniques of exfoliated graphene flakes; graphene grown on metals by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or epitaxial graphene on SiC. For this a mask is lithographically patterned on a graphene sheet so that graphene can be etched away by an oxygen plasma everywhere except for the strip protected by the mask [1, 31, 32, 35–43]. Ribbons have been obtained with a minimum width down to about 10 nm [44, 45].

Figure 2(a) shows the schematic process for a nanowire mask and the resulting ribbons as imaged by a STM, after the mask was removed. Figure 2(b) shows SEM and cross-sectional TEM image of an array of ∼10 nm wide nanoribbons. In this image the polymer mask was not removed for a better imaging of the spacing between the ribbons. The edge quality at an atomic level is better viewed in a STM. Figure 2(c) shows a STM image of a different ribbon obtained by e-beam lithography of epitaxial graphene on SiC. The edge has a nanometric corrugation that shows disorder, indicating how difficult it is to obtain pure zigzag or armchair edge types. A zoom of the image in the rectangle (figure 2(c) right) reveals the mixture of armchair and zigzag edges as highlighted by the superposition of the green graphene honeycomb structure. Rough edges come from the difficulty of patterning a resist with an electron beam at the atomic level, but also from the instability in the plasma etching process. Smooth and well-defined edges and ribbon width have not been demonstrated in lithographically-patterned graphene, although recent progress was made [45], and relatively high mobilities are reported 3500 cm²(V·s)⁻¹ [50].

Local probes not only allow direct observation of the quality of the edges, but they can also be used to etch material, and ribbon edges have been tailored with TEM, a STM and atomic force microscope (AFM). STM lithography has produced
sub-10 nm nanoribbons cut out of HOPG along a desired crystallographic direction by applying high voltages to etch carbon away [33, 51]. AFM heated tips were used to locally deoxidize multilayer epitaxial graphene oxide to reduce it locally to graphene [52]; ribbon widths down to 12 nm were realized this way. AFM can be used on any kind of substrate and is therefore very versatile at producing nanostructures that can be directly measured [52].

Figure 3(a)-left shows a nanoribbon initially etched in HOPH with a STM tip to obtain an overall armchair direction. The etch direction was then rotated by 30° to obtain a zigzag direction. Figure 3(a)-right shows the degree of control that can be reached with this technique: the overall orientation can be selected with a nanometric precision although a significant edge disorder still remains due to the etching procedure. The lithographic principle is similar in TEM. Here energetic electron beams (>80 keV) can tailor ribbons down to width of 0.7 nm [34]. Figure 3(b) shows a nanoribbon of hundreds of nm width tailored in this way from a suspended graphene flake. These images indicate that although these techniques are extremely local, control of the edge structure at the atomic level remains a challenge. Moreover, these techniques are not well adapted for the large-scale production of graphene nanoribbons. ‘Millipede’ microscopes could in principle use over 1000 tips for improving fabrication by parallel production [33].

3.1.2. Chemical methods. Chemical reactions give a high degree of control over the production of large quantities of graphene nanoribbons with a defined size distribution. In appropriate solutions, graphitic precursors (graphite or carbon-based molecules) can undergo chemical reactions that produce graphene nanoribbons in a powder or in a dispersed solution (figure 4(a) [46, 53–55], with a ribbon size distribution centred around a specific value ≥1 nm. However, the ribbons are usually organized in a network, as shown by TEM in figure 4(b). It is possible to characterize individual nanoribbons with controlled width. Here it is important to mention that, despite the potential of these techniques, the large-scale production of graphene nanoribbons is still a challenge.
nanoribbons, as in figure 4(c). The reported mobilities for this type of synthesis utilising time-resolved THz spectroscopy for ribbons dispersed in the liquid phase are within the range 150–15 000 cm² (V·s)⁻¹ [56, 57].

Another chemical method exploits SWCNTs or multi-wall CNTs as graphitic precursors. These precursors are dispersed in solution with specific chemical agents that cause their walls to unzip. The unzipping process is schematically described in

Figure 3. Local probe lithographic ribbons. (a) STM lithographic nanoribbons cut in highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Left: STM image of a continuous nanoribbon with overall armchair and zigzag direction due to 30° change in the etching direction. Right: atomic resolution on the ribbon [33]. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology 3, 397. Copyright 2008. (b) TEM lithographic graphene nanoribbons. The arrows show the ribbon limits from suspended graphene [34]. Reprinted with permission from Qi et al [34]. Copyright 2014 by the American Chemical Society.

Figure 4. Graphene nanoribbons obtained by chemical methods. (a) Yellow precursor and final black graphene nanoribbon powder [46]. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Communications, 5, 3189. Copyright 2014. (b) SEM image of graphene nanoribbons dispersed in solution exhibiting a web-like structure. (c) TEM image of a single nanoribbon. The arrow points to a ~ 60 nm wide nanoribbon [47]. (d) A schematic of the unzipping process of single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) into nanoribbons by chemical agents [48]. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 458, 872. Copyright 2009. (e) STM image of unzipped carbon nanotube (CNT) deposited on Au(1 1 1). The inset shows the cross-sectional profile of the resulting ribbon [49] (reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Physics 7, 613. Copyright 2011.)
3.1.3. Graphene cutting with catalytic particles. Carbon-carbon bonds can be dissociated via a catalytical reaction. This is put to use to cut out graphene nanostructures from a graphene flake by depositing particles of a catalytic metal. In particular, metallic particles such as Fe or Ni interact with graphene in the presence of a hydrogen atmosphere and dissociate carbon-carbon bonds. This interaction etches the graphene while producing gas products composed of C and H, such as CH₄. Nanoribbons can be produced when the cutting paths of the particles run parallel to each other rather than cross, creating graphene nanoribbons as narrow as 10 nm with well-defined edges [63–65].

The directionality of the cutting paths is well-defined, as shown by the schematic (figure 5(a)) of the AFM image of a graphene surface exposed to metallic particles (figure 5(b)). However the cutting directions cannot be predetermined so that a wide variety of graphene nanostructure shapes are obtained. If this technique is to lead to applications, further experimental work will be needed to control the nanoribbon shapes.

3.2. Bottom–up approaches

3.2.1. Molecular precursor-based growth. In this process, graphene nanoribbons are formed out of monomeric precursors that react at the surface of catalytic metals. Monomers like DBBA (10,10'-dibromo-9,9'-bianthryl) or its derivatives are sublimated onto a slightly hot metallic surface (~200 °C) to stimulate the production of polymeric chains. A subsequent higher temperature annealing (~400 °C) favours the dehydrogenation of the polymer chains, resulting in graphene nanoribbons, as shown by a STM (figure 6(a)) [66]. A variant consists of a room temperature deposition before annealing [69].

Photoemission experiments on aligned parallel ribbons allow their electronic properties to be probed with k resolution. Figure 6(b) shows the electronic states of an armchair graphene nanoribbon at Γ, with a binding energy as large as 1 eV and with a low dispersion, indicating the localized nature of the spectral feature. A detailed analysis of the spectral weight reveals two components as expected from calculations [67], indicated in the figure by the two curved lines. Complementary information can be obtained by a STM, as local spectroscopy reveals the presence of ‘end states’ located where the edge locally changes from armchair to zigzag (figure 6(c)) [68]. All these studies show that while molecular precursor-based growth is restricted to metallic substrates, they provide a fruitful playground for fundamental studies of graphene nanoribbons.

3.2.2. CVD. CVD can be used to generate graphene nanoribbons in a similar way to molecular precursor-based growth but in a single step. In this case a metallic template serves as the catalyst for the decomposition of hydrocarbons like ethylene (C₂H₄) or methane (CH₄) at high temperature (700–1000 °C). Graphene forms by the assembly of the carbon atoms once the C-H bonds are broken. Depending on the catalytic template, the resulting nanoribbons vary in size [70–73]. Figure 7(a) describes the process for the nanoribbons growth. A Ni nanobar template is first evaporated onto a SiO₂/Si substrate. The substrate is then exposed to ethylene at high temperature, seeding the growth of the graphene nanoribbon at the nanobar. The precision of the size and shape of the nanoribbon is only limited by the ability to create proper templates. The SEM image of figure 7(b) shows an example of a nanoribbon grown on Ni nanobars of various sizes connected to two electrodes. Note that the ribbon is sitting on a Ni template, and transfer methods are required for transport measurements.

3.3. Epitaxial graphene on SiC sidewall growth

So far we have reviewed both bottom–up and top–down approaches. In the following, we describe the growth of
sidewall epitaxial graphene nanoribbons, that combine both approaches by exploiting lithography and epitaxial growth. When heated in a vacuum or in an inert atmosphere SiC decomposes by silicon sublimation. The remaining carbon atoms rearrange as a graphene layer [1, 75]. Epitaxial graphene on SiC was chosen from the start for developing graphene electronics [1] because graphene is directly produced on a semiconducting single crystal wafer. Contrary to the methods presented above there is no need to transfer to another substrate and large area epitaxial graphene is ready for surface science investigation and transport measurements.

As seen above it is generally a challenge to combine nanoribbons’ growth only at a desired location while controlling the ribbon direction and ribbon edge smoothness directly on an insulating substrate. Sprinkle et al [78] developed a technique that solves these problems. This consists of the epitaxial growth of sidewall nanoribbons on crystalline 4H/6H-silicon carbide wafers. For this, artificial trenches are etched at predetermined locations on the 4H/6H-SiC (0 0 0 1)- face (the Si-terminated face). By high-temperature annealing the trench sidewalls crystallize via SiC step flow into stable SiC facets onto which graphene grows selectively. The ribbon width is determined by the trench depth that can be tuned very reliably by SiC plasma etching. These sidewall ribbons have smooth edges that merge into SiC or into the graphene layer that is bound to SiC (buffer layer).

Growth models of graphene on stepped SiC have been proposed (figure 8(a)) [74, 79, 80]. Silicon atoms sublimate preferentially at the SiC steps and the remaining C atoms form a graphene layer. This layer extends first towards the upper flat surface (plateau). To test this model in sidewall ribbons, we have analysed a facet annealed under the...
conditions where graphene forms on the facet but not yet on the plateau (figure 8(b)).

A STM shows the characteristic honeycomb of graphene on the sidewall. Because of slight ribbon overgrowth, some graphene is also visible on the top plateau but none is seen at the bottom of the etched trench. This indicates that the growth starts at the facet. Upon further annealing (figure 8(c)) four graphene layers have grown on the sidewall and a monolayer graphene extends everywhere else, confirming a crystallographic face-dependent growth rate. These growth studies thus confirm that SiC step flow produces the facets and that graphene nucleation occurs preferentially on the facets until
enough layers grow to finally form a continuous topmost layer.

A side-view of a Gr/SiC sidewall system is shown in figures 9(a) and (b). The plateau and trench correspond to the SiC(0 0 0 1) surface. The central part of the sidewall has a [1 1 0 7] normal and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements (figure 9(e)) show the conical graphene band structure with nearly zero doping. Where the facet merges into the flat SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces, at the top and bottom, the facet subdivides into mini-facets. A continuous graphene layer wraps the central part as well as the mini-faceted regions [76]. The width of the large ribbon can be tuned depending on the initial lithographic trench depth. It is these sidewall ribbons that show ballistic transport [2]. Each subfacet is limited laterally by (0 0 0 1) terraces on which graphene is tightly bound. The mini-facets are narrow enough (∼1–2 nm) that the graphene on them experiences significant quantum confinement. The location of the mini-facets (blue squares in figures 9(a) and (b)) is consistent with the angular region where a large gap was observed in ARPES [76, 77]. Large-scale integration of field effect transistors based on similarly produced ribbons (but on the (0 0 0 -1) C-terminated face) was demonstrated, as shown in figures 9(c) and 14(d), where a density of 10 000 transistors in 0.24 cm² was realized [81].

4. Edge stability and edge states

Edge stability is an important aspect of nanoribbons if their electronic properties are to be tailored. In armchair ribbons,
the theoretical gap is inversely proportional to the width. In zigzag ribbons tight-binding calculations predict metallic edge states [19, 20, 49, 82]. This expected behaviour was observed by a STM on a step edge of HOPG, see figure 10(a) where both armchair and zigzag orientations are shown. Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) performed on both terminations confirms the presence of edge states on zigzag but not on armchair edges (figure 10(b)). These measurements are consistent with DFT simulations for a finite armchair graphene nanoribbon, where the DOS is plotted versus the energy (figure 10(c)). In the calculation, at $E = 0$, the armchair edges of the ribbon have a zero DOS, whereas a non zero DOS is located at the zigzag regions (figure 10(c)).

Edge states are observed by STS in ribbons obtained by opening SWCNTs [49]. Figure 11 shows the spectra along the parallel and perpendicular directions to the edge of a ribbon with an edge different from a zigzag or armchair orientation (chiral). Peaks in the spectra correspond to states located at the ribbon edge. Periodic oscillations in the peak amplitude are observed along the ribbon edge, correlated to the structural periodicity of the edge. The splitting of the peaks is attributed to spin-polarization of the edge as expected from theory [26, 27, 29]. In light of this structural dependence, the question of ribbon edge stability is relevant. [84]. In the case of sidewall ribbons, the situation is more complex because the epitaxial ribbon characteristics depend on the substrate morphology the ribbon grows onto. Under certain growth conditions, the zigzag SiC sidewalls tend to undergo a multi-faceting, leading to zigzag trenches less straight than the armchair sidewall as seen in the STM three-dimensional representations in figure 12. This tendency for zigzag SiC facets to be less stable is further confirmed by low energy electron microscopy (LEEM), micro-low energy electron diffraction ($\mu$-LEED), X-ray photoelectron emission microscopy (XPEEM) and $\mu$-ARPES measurements [85].

4.1. Summary of ribbons and preparations

Band gaps can be determined unambiguously by spectroscopic measurements, either optical absorption or electronic structure measurements. The latter include STS, a combination of photoemission spectroscopy (PES) and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES). Photoemission can determine the band gap when the Fermi energy is placed in the conduction band. Otherwise, when the Fermi level is somewhere within the band gap, photoemission gives a minimum value of the gap. Photoemission requires ripple-free and homogeneous areas for such determinations. STS has the advantage of being an atomic scale measurement, but does not probe the ribbon as a whole as is done in transport measurements. Transport measurements in general cannot distinguish between a vanishing conductance due to a true band gap (i.e. no states available) and a mobility gap due to localization

Figure 10. Edge states as a function of the edge orientation. (a) STM image showing a mixture of edges on graphite HOPG. (b) $dI/dV$ spectra showing an edge state peak in the DOS for zigzag edges (top) and no peak for armchair edges (bottom) [82]. Reprinted from Physica E: Low-dimensional Systems and Nanostructures, vol. 34, page 678, copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier. (c) Calculated DOS for a finite ribbon and simulated $dI/dV$ maps at different energies for an s-wave tip [83]. Reprinted figure with permission from J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 49 (2016) 143001.
effects (i.e. presence of non-conducting states). Very detailed low-temperature transport data analysis is required for that. In both cases, a vanishing conductance at low-bias voltage and a strong conductance increase with gate and bias voltages (i.e. large current on/off ratios) are expected, and these effects depend strongly on temperature. In most ribbons produced in the literature, and especially lithographically-patterned nanoribbons, defects associated with edge roughness and the inhomogeneous potential created by impurities create a series of interconnecting quantum dots (figure 13(a)) [86, 88–90].

The overall effect of this potential is the onset of a ‘transport gap’, due to localization effects and Coulomb charge blocking. This means that the conductance drops to zero around the charge-neutrality point even in the absence of a true band gap. Figure 13(b) shows the conductance as a function of bias for a graphene nanoribbon exhibiting a transport gap in the region of gate voltage $\Delta V_g$. When the gapped region is analysed more carefully (see the inset), small resonant conductance peaks can be seen. This gap is often inversely proportional to the width (figure 13(c)) [38, 86, 87, 91], which makes it more difficult
to unravel a possible true band gap. Recently 10 nm wide epitaxial graphene ribbon arrays have been produced on SiC by careful standard lithographic methods, and transport data are analysed with a classical picture of a 140 meV band gap [45], which may put lithographic methods back into the game. Keeping these distinctions of the measurement of the gap in mind, published gap values, on/off ratios, resistances and mobilities for ribbons prepared with different processes are listed in tables 1 and 2. The listed gaps are transport gaps (mostly at cryogenic temperature), unless otherwise specified.

5. Devices

Devices need a real band gap and not a transport one. The fact that homogeneous smooth-edged nanoribbons are necessary to prevent localization effects was the main motivation for the development of epitaxial graphene sidewall ribbons. These are grown directly at high temperature on sidewall templates, so that the edges are well annealed and reach their state of minimal energy, terminating either in SiC or seamlessly into the buffer layer. Figure 14(a) shows STM images of graphene as it drapes over the sidewall. The central panels correspond to the graphene ribbon on the main facet. STS curves show the absence of a band gap on the ribbon. On both sides of the ribbon, the zigzag edges are identifiable (central row panels). On the flat plateau and trench bottom (top row, left and right panels, respectively), the graphene is tightly bound to SiC and a superperiodicity is observed. The corresponding semiconducting STS curves in these regions confirm the presence of the buffer layer. This also indicates that non-gaped graphene (i.e. graphene nanoribbon) is limited to the sidewall. Remarkably these graphene nanoribbons, not only have no band gap (as seen in STS, figure 14, and ARPES, figure 9), but they are room temperature ballistic conductors over distances up to 16 μm. Figure 14(b) shows resistance measurements of epitaxial graphene nanoribbons as a function of the spacing between the probes. The resistance as a function of length extrapolates to a single conductance quantum ($\frac{1}{27} k\Omega^{-1}$) a zero length. For a diffusive channel, the resistance would be zero. The very small length dependence corresponds to mean-free paths much longer than the ribbon length. This establishes the ballistic behaviour [2]. Ballistic transport is also observed for curved ribbons, with no particular orientation [2]. These exceptional results are not fully understood, but demonstrate that well-prepared graphene.
nanoribbons bear a strong resemblance to CNTs [102], which are edgeless but for which chirality determines the electronic structure.

Integration of ribbons into devices has followed several directions, but all require junctions and heterojunctions. An example of an all-graphene np junction was obtained by assembling different molecular precursors, connecting graphene ribbons with p- or n-doping in a continuous graphene ribbon [92], as shown in figure 15(a). Another example is epitaxial graphene, where the intercalation of one or two layers of Ge below the graphene layer changes the graphene doping from n to p respectively, creating small junctions (see figure 15(b)) [103]. Although the intercalation is not very well controlled at this point it provides an easy route to reversible doping. Epitaxial graphene also provides conducting graphene to semiconductor junctions. For instance the band-gapped region at the top of the curved sidewall graphene ribbon is seamlessly connected to a conducting facet making it an all graphene semiconductor-conductor junction [76, 77]. In another instance, two-dimensional graphene was used as integrated leads in SiC semiconducting devices connecting a SiC channel [104] or an atomically thin SiC/Si2O3 channel [100].

Other devices integrating graphene nanoribbons include sensors [105, 106] or photodetectors [61, 107–109]. Figure 16 shows some of the integration of graphene nanoribbons in electronic devices. Figure 16(a) presents a suspended graphene

### Table 1. Band gap and structural properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabrication methods</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Width (nm)</th>
<th>Gap (meV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top–down</td>
<td></td>
<td>4–500</td>
<td>[31, 36, 38] [41, 89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional lithography</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>0.7–12</td>
<td>[34, 51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local probe lithography</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>3–300</td>
<td>[47, 54, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unzipping CNTs</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>10–300</td>
<td>[57–60, 96, 97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle cutting</td>
<td>Chiral</td>
<td>80–200</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>[64, 65]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>&gt;1.1</td>
<td>[63, 98]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom–up</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7–13</td>
<td>[66, 67, 68, 99, 87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular precursor-based</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[68, 87–92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>[2, 101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>2–40</td>
<td>[76, 77, 81]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Listed gap values are either transport gaps or band gaps. True band gaps are listed for local probe lithography (STS measurements [33, 51]), and molecular precursor (PES-IPES [46, 67], optical absorption [56], STS [39, 92]) and unzipping CNTs (STS [49]) and epitaxial graphene (ARPES [76, 93]). All others are transport measurements.

### Table 2. Reported on/off ratio and transport properties for ribbons prepared with various processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabrication methods</th>
<th>On/Off ratio</th>
<th>Resistance (KΩ)</th>
<th>Mobility (cm² (V·s)^−1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top–down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional lithography</td>
<td>5–100 RT</td>
<td>30–670 [36]</td>
<td>0.21–6000 [36, 86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local probe lithography</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100 [34]</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>10^2 RT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100–200 [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unzipping CNTs</td>
<td>10–100 RT</td>
<td>2 [57]</td>
<td>0.1–1500 [57, 59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom–up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular precursor-based</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>2–15 000 RT, LT</td>
<td>100 [73]</td>
<td>40–1000 [70, 72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epitaxial graphene</td>
<td>5 · 10^6 RT</td>
<td>10 [100]</td>
<td>10–1000 [45, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epitaxial sidewall</td>
<td>7–26</td>
<td></td>
<td>2700 [81]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: RT (LT, respectively) refers to room temperature (cryogenic, respectively) measurements.
Figure 14. Ballistic transport of sidewall nanoribbons. (a) Schematic and corresponding STM images and STS spectra for a sidewall graphene nanoribbon structure. The central panel corresponds to the ribbon on the main facet, while the plateau and the bottom trench are on the left and right, respectively. The $dI/dV$ curve shows a zero band-gap signature of graphene for the nanoribbon, while the plateau and trench are the semiconducting buffer layer. (b) Resistance measurement of a sidewall graphene nanoribbon at different probing lengths ($L$). 1 is a sample prepared ex situ, 2–5 are for successive annealings on a ribbon grown in situ. The resistance extrapolates at 1 conductance quantum ($e^2/h$) at zero length, and varies little with length, indicating ballistic transport. The inset shows that the resistance is constant up to 16 $\mu$m [2] (reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 506, 394. Copyright 2014.)

A nanoribbon connected to multiple source-drain electrodes was used to nanosculpture the suspended ribbon into various widths in order to change its electronic properties [34]. Figure 16(b) shows conventional lithography patterning on graphene flakes to obtain nanoribbons with different widths. Electrical measurements are possible due to the Pd source-drain contacts, back-gated on the substrate. Figure 16(c)–(d) show examples of graphene nanoribbons showing the feasibility of the production of large device networks. Field-effect transistor (FET) devices have also been demonstrated [110–114]. Figure 16(c) shows a 50-FET array where CVD was used to grow the graphene nanoribbons vertically along with four-contact electrodes on each ribbon (red inset) [72]. Finally, figure 16(d) shows a transistor array on graphene sidewall nanoribbons. With this method 40,000 devices per cm$^2$ were produced [78].
Figure 15. All graphene pn junctions. (a) Schematics of a graphene theoretical heterojunction, where the left part is p-doped and the right part is n-doped. Below the LDOS along the ribbon axis, as calculated by DFT calculations allows to visualize the pn junction [92] (reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology 9, 896. Copyright 2014). (b) Colour-coded SEM image of the n-(blue) and p-(green) doped areas obtained by the intercalation of one (two, respectively) layer of Ge at the interface between SiC and epitaxial graphene, as sketched in the bottom panel [103]. Reprinted with permission from Baringhaus et al [103]. Copyright 2014 by the American Chemical Society.

Figure 16. Devices. (a) A chip with multiple electrodes connected to a suspended graphene nanoribbon obtained by TEM lithography [34]. Reprinted with permission from Qi et al [34]. Copyright 2014 by the American Chemical Society. (b) FET device obtained by e-beam lithography patterning. The graphene nanoribbons are contacted by Pd electrodes [36]. Reprinted from Physica E: Low-dimensional Systems and Nanostructures, vol. 40, Chen et al Graphene nano-ribbon electronics, 5, Copyright 2007, with permission from Elsevier. (c) A 50 graphene nanoribbons FET array developed from CVD graphene on a catalyst template. The inset shows the four-electrode contact configuration [72]. Reprinted with permission from Martin-Fernandez et al Nano Lett. 12 6175. Copyright 2012 by the American Chemical Society. (d) Optical image of a transistor array of graphene nanoribbons on SiC(0 0 0 1) sidewalls. Device density scales up to 40 000 per cm² [78]. The individual transistor is shown in figure 9(f). Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology 5, 727. Copyright 2010.
6. Conclusions and perspectives

The current review shows that a large research effort was dedicated to graphene nanoribbon production and measurements. The driving force was to create a band gap by electronic confinement in gapless graphene. If lithographically-patterned ribbons seem to be plagued with rough edges and associated localization effects, promising results are shown from ribbons produced directly into shape. These include notably the chemical assembly of molecules and epitaxial graphene sidewall ribbons on SiC. In both cases, the ribbon orientation is controlled and the edges are well terminated. Benchmark results were demonstrated with a eV-wide gap in sub-nm wide chemically-assembled armchair ribbons. Remarkably gapless sidewall ribbons are room temperature single channel ballistic conductors. How these graphene nanostructures may find their way into real-life applications is still a work in progress, but the potential of graphene-directed growth with a clean industrial scalable process has been demonstrated.
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